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Design Hypothesis

Natural storm surges and global sea level rise cause devastating effects, whether it’s leaving over a million of residents
homeless or dooming an entire coastline ecosystem with little to no hopes of recovery. Current responsive methods
consist the issue of unequal priortization within coastal resiliency design because of site scalar characteristics. A
design that incorporates an equity of attention towards all elements of resiliency will lead to a responsive solution that
can transcend any scale of site. I will begin to analyze the elements of effective resiliency; adaptation, affordability,
community, sustainability and customization, in order to provide a balanced solution to ecological disruption and
housing displacement. To reinforce this multi-use strategy, this solution would begin to promote interconnection
between programmatic elements; ones that consist of both ecological strategies and housing amenities, in order to
unify both nature and people, through the five criteria of effective resiliency. This solution would be applied towards a
coastal region along the Gulf of Mexico, one that is prone to natural disruption caused by disastrous flooding, as well as
having a history of disaster from a hurricane. This site is Biloxi, Mississippi. This interconnection solution goes beyond
the typical resilient design properties of being scale specific and accepts disasters like Katrina and sea level rise; through
effective resiliency strategies to create mutual opportunities to allow both nature and people to thrive.
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Thesis Relevance of Design Hypothesis
A Glance at Climate Change
Currently, over 53% of the United States population lives near or on coastal regions.1 With largely populated areas
along the coast such as, New Orleans, LA, New York, NY, Savannah, GA, Ft. Lauderdale, FL and other regions, these cities
are most vulnerable to even one meter or sea level rise.2 This is due to the overall lack of resistance or lack of priority
that some regions of these cities provide for their coastal inhabitants. As seen with Figure 1 and Figure 2 to the right,
these show the results that even a slight global change in temperature would cause on a coastal city. Global climate
change is not just comprised of sea levels rising, it is also a result of an increase in CO2 emissions that increase the
GHG (Greenhouse Gases) within our atmosphere, ultimately increasing the global temperature.3 Which then, causes
the ice caps to begin reducing solidity and melt, adding millions of gallons of water into the existing oceans. And
unfortunately, at the current rate of GHG’s by PPM (parts per million) being contributed towards the atmosphere, we

Figure 1: 2’C (3.6’F) Warming Effect_New Orleans
Surging Seas Radar

are likely to see a rise in 2’C or 3’C this century.4 Unfortunately, the last era when the Earth was that warm was 125,000
years ago during the interglacial period, and sea levels rose approximately 4 to 6 meters higher than today.5

Figure 2: 2’C (3.6’F) Warming Effect_South Florida
Surging Seas Radar
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Results of Disaster
All over the world, natural disasters cause tramutic and destructive results, whether it’s earthquakes, wildfires,
avalanches, etc. But, compared to these disasters, the type of disaster that is the most destructive would be the
hurricanes.6 These massive water cyclones not only cause major destruction due to high wind speeds and flying debris,
but the surge that follows, flooding thousands of square miles with unsanitary, contanamated and murky water. If the
aftermath of a hurricane on a local community doesn’t physically destroy the structures, then the post flooding will.
Within the past 30 years, we as humans prepare for these hurricane disasters in the same way; retrieve the most amount
of supplies that we can physically carry, contact our friends and family and hope that we can leave in time before we
run into traffic of other people undergoing the same process.7 But the bigger picture is not what we are bringing with
us, it’s what we are leaving behind. Whether its through physical destruction or forced evacuation, our homes are
abandoned and left in the path of the incoming destruction, and all we can do as evacuees is sit back and observe.

Figure 3: Hurricane Katrina 2005 seen from space

One disaster in particular, Hurricane Katrina, was one of the most destructive natural disastes that the US has ever
experienced.8 Other than the $125 billion dollars in damages, over 500,000 residents were left completely homeless,
and within the entire city of New Orleans, more than 80% was under or inflicted by water.9 Figure 3 and Figure 4 to the
right show imagery of the characteristics of a Category 3 Hurricane and the disatrous effect it brings to a city. Not only
from a human standpoint, but also, an ecological standpoint.
We seem to understand tragedy only when it affects people, however, we are not the only ones that are traumatized
and left hopless in the wake of this destruction. The ecological infrastructure on the coastlines are heavly affected by
these surges, and cause disruption such as reducing freshwater wetlands, increasing areas of erosion and destroying
locally grown vegetation that is little to impossible to grow back.10 This causes a major unbalance between us and
nature, and regardless of past theories, we do rely on nature for our own health. And if both us and nature are affected
by the same event, it can and will cause multiple issues within the near future.

Figure 4: Submerged homes within the 9th ward of NO
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As we can see, natural storm surges and climate change are inevitable, regardless of other’s theories, and we as a nation
that is apart of this changing world need to be concious of that. And unfortunately, aside from other efforts towards this
destructable outcome, a reoccuring problem that we have is a repeated action. We design for resistance against these
natural impacts again and again, while heavly relying on insurance policies and large sport arenas for reassurance,
comfort and financial aid. For example, Katrina in 2005 relocated millions of people to different states all over the
country, decreasing New Orleans overall population by more than 50%.12 This concept of an exodus of people after
every disastrous hit we endure can not be our only solace or solution towards natural disruption. A solution would need
to be developed that can preserve the natural infrastructure while solving the issue of displacement that occurs during
these events.

10

1.2 Elements of Effective Resiliency: What five terms resemble the criteria of the parameters?
The first of the criteria that would be needed is the ability to adjust accordingly towards inevitable disruption in
environment, landscape and community. Resistance towards inevitable change causes chaos and destruction and in
some cases, more repair time and cost. Figures 7, 8 and 9 below show some of the many examples that can come out of
trying to resist natural disruption.
Evidently, resistance is not the only solution, nor is it 100% foolproof, and instead, we should be deciding “whether
we should build faster and harder to keep it out, or find a way to gently merge ourselves with the water once again”13
(Oppenheimer 17).
The title word that is concluded from this summary is:

Adaptability

Features:
- Acceptance of natural elements such as water, wind and sunlight
- Not only allowing change but thriving and benefiting from it

Figure 7: Japan Sea Wall failure during 2011

Figure 8: House pier structure failure in NC during Hurricane
11

Figure 9: New Orleans levee failure post Hurricane Katrina

Along with being adaptable, a resilient solution is rendered useless if only a handfull of users can succesfully use it.
Recent projects that contribute towards solving housing displacement due to storm surges and flooding do currently
exist, however, both investment and maintanece for a resilient home are far higher than traditional homes.14 Ultimately,
the challenge of designing for resiliency is not just for the performance aspect of the structure, but the ability for
anyone to benefit from it, regardless of income. Below are Figures 10 and 11 that show examples of resilient housing
solutions, but primed for a specific wealthier user group.

The title word that is concluded from this summary is:

Affordability

Features:
- Size of dwelling is at a minimum
- Use of local materials and simple construction methods

Figure 11: Amsterdam House Boats Available for Purchase: $460,000
and $780,000

Figure 10: “Dome of a Home” Available for Rent: $5000/wk
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With effective resilient design, you can posses the adaptability towards incoming change, and the ability to afford it, but
socially, what is gained? Social interaction amongst one another within a time of hardship is defined by reaching out to
those around you. Giving and receiving support is important.15 A resilient design that incorporates social rehabilitation
is an important asset that most responsive organizations don’t offer, but rather just suggest for the individual. Figures
12 and 13 below show examples of community appearing as apart of the emotional healing process.

The title word that is concluded from this summary is:

Community

Features:
- Sense of Place for the individual
- Promoting interconnectivity amongst people

Figure 12: Community organizations rebuilding during Illinois tornado

Figure 13: Group involvmenet of rebuilding house after tornado
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The ability to prepare for the future through promoting natural strategies and elements within design are a key criteria
of effective resiliency. Adaptability is a part of resiliency by it’s prepardness for incoming change or disruption, but how
it physically undergoes that is where natural features come into effect. With resiliency design, especially on coastal
regions, nature has to be apart of the process, whether it’s through preservation or enhancmenet. Nature is an element
that thrives with us as a species, however, nature’s ability to adapt overtime towards disruption is an important attribute
that we as a species can learn from. In order to have an effective resiliency design, nature must become incorporated
into the vocabulary of architecture, between topography and bathymetry, land and sea.16 Figures 14 and 15 below
show how nature is emphasized through design to promote a self sustaining ability.
The title word that is concluded from this summary is:

Ecology

Features:
- Strong ecological contribution towards the design
- An equity of health between both nature and humans

Figure 14: Intensive Green Roof in Chicago

Figure 15: GSW Building in Berlin; uses airplane wing as wind collector
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Lastly, and effective element of resiliency is a sense of ownership for the individual. During a traumatic event, the
individual seems lost, or misplaced within the environment. A solution that has a strong community aspect can be
helpful for the individual, but when they are not engaging in social activities, where do they reside? What could
make an individual feel better, a tent or a tent that is his/her favorite color? Current relief efforts are effective, but lack
the small attribute of being adjustable for a certain user group. Figures 16 and 17 below show current methods of
recovery and streamline design of being similar. What would be most effective in resilient design methods ar how the
community has a sense of ownership, what they build belongs to them.17
The title word that is concluded from this summary is:

Customization

Features:
- Personal attributes can be added or taken away at the choice of the user
- Use of details that fit the user group’s preference

Figure 16: Relief tents in Haiti after Hurricane

Figure 17: Use of gymnasium for relief after Sandy
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1.3 Underlying Principles of the Design Hypothesis to the Proposed Project: Specified elements of effective resiliency
After taking the synthesis of the 5 needs for effective coastline resiliency, each element is subdivided into 7
subcategories, in reference to the sources listed below each category. For graphical reference, the chart on the page to the
right has each cateogry listed divided into a pie chart graph theme for visual clarity.

Adaptability

Affordability

Community

Ecology

- Transformable Infrastructure

- Indepedence from Infrastructure

- Accesible for Community

- Passive Systems

- Natural Activation

- Equitable Program

- Public Safety

- Diverse and Redundant Systems

- Minimum Floor Area/Surface Area

- Programming Intiatives

- Find and Promote Adaptation in
Nature

- Geographic Variation

- Transparency and Openings

- Streamline Design

- Empowerment

- Materiality Usage

- Layered Program

- Accessible Transit

- Shared Work Areas

Companion: Introduction to housing

Inhabitant: WeWork and WeLive

Urban Land Institute:
Ten Principles for developing
affordable housing

AIA: Livability 101

- Anticiptation Change
- Envelope and Tech Sophistication
- Counteractions and Response

RDI (Resilient Design Institue)
Adaption to Climate Change:
A Spatial Challenge
By Rob Roggema

- Ground Articulation

Companion: Introduction to housing
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- Recycling use of Materials
- Equity of Health
- Native Landscaping
- Ecological Contribution
- Wildlife Supplement

Internation Living Future Insitute:
Living Building Challenge 3.0

Customization
- Operable Enclosure
- Personalization
- Additive Ability
- Pre - Fab Elements
- Selective Details
- Static Function
- Mobile Function

P2P Foundation:
Open Design and Mass Customization
in Architecture: Open Source Building
Alliance from MIT
DesignIntelligence:
The Design Implications of
Mass Customization

Resiliency Pie Chart
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As mentioned before, multiple projects have been contributed towards the issue of disastrous flooding, both from storm
surge and inevitable climate change. This next section is consisted of analyzing 4 projects that contribute towards resiliency in
regards to the graphical chart containing the 5 elements of effective resiliency.
Each project is a different typology of response and design, and through this intensive analysis, the synthesis will begin to
reveal patterns or trends that occur between the projects.

Figure 17: Urban Corrugations / Atlas of Galveston

Figure 18: LTL’s “Proving Grounds” proposal

Figure 19: Shigeru Ban’s Paper Church
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Figure 20: Biloxi Model Home

Typologies of Case Studies

Galveston, TX
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Adaptability

Author Figure 3: Galveston Section Diagram

Affordability

22

Community

Ecology
Author Figure 4: Galveston Section Diagram 2
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Customization

24

MOMA, New York
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Author Figure 5: MOMA Graphical Pie Chart
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Adaptability
Author Figure 6: MOMA Section Diagram

Affordability

28

Community

Ecology

Author Figure 7: MOMA Section Diagram 2

Author Figure 8: MOMA Section Diagram 3
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Customization
Author Figure 9: MOMA Section Diagram
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Biloxi Model Home Program, MS
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Adaptability
Author Figure 11: Biloxi Section Diagram

Affordability
Author Figure 12: Biloxi Section Diagram 2

34

Community
Author Figure 13: Biloxi Section Diagram 3

Ecology
Author Figure 14: Biloxi Section Diagram 4

35

Customization
Author Figure 15: Biloxi Section Diagram
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Paper Church, Japan
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Adaptability
Author Figure 17: Paper Church Section Diagram

Affordability
Author Figure 18: Paper Church Section Diagram

40

Community

Author Figure 19: Paper Church Section Diagram

Ecology

Author Figure 20: Paper Church Detail Diagram
41

Customization
Author Figure 21: Paper Church Plan/Detail Diagram
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After analyzing the 4 case studies, a common trend began to develop based on the characteristics
that each project had and what it attributed towards.
The Galveston and MOMA Projects happened to be at a larger scale than the other two, and through
the analysis, these projects seemed to contribute heavly towards the adaptability and sustainability
category.
This was because of these projects repetitive priority towards ecological preservation and
natural activation of the landscape. The remaining 3 cateogories of Affordability, Community and
Customization we’re not absent in these projects, but overall, these projects had more strategies
and techniques develped towards ecological advancement, rather than housing ammenities.
With the remaining 2 projects, Biloxi Model Home Program and Paper Church, these projects were
at a sizable smaller scale compared to the previous 2. The commond trend with these two was the
contribution towards Community, Affordability and Customization.
This seemed to be because of each project’s scale and program development. The model home
program was rehabilitating a house within the hurricane prone area, using local materials and cheap
construction which made it sustainable to an extent. However, the main priority of the Biloxi model
home was focused more on the housing amenities of the individual. Same with the Paper Church in
Japan, it’s main use and purpose was to revitalize the local community through a common place of
worship, and constructed at a smaller scale for people, therefore considering the individual.
All 4 projects however did have a contribution towards all of the 5 criteria of effective resiliency,
but the main objective of each project had a slightly different purpose, determining each project
diverse. As effective as these projects are, they seemed to be linked to one common element, the
overall scale of the design.
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With both Galveston and MOMA, these projects
focus primarily on the ecological enhancement of the
landscape, because of it’s large scale approach.
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With Biloxi and Paper Church, the main focus of the
projects here began to target the individual, due to it’s
small scale approach.
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Author Figure 23/24: Conceptual Large Scale Model
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Author Figure 24/25: Conceptual Small Scale Model
51

53

Biloxi, Mississippi

Author Figure 26: Macro Site Location

Unfortunately, natural storm surges and global sea level rise is not just an isolated issue, this is an issue that is faced all over the world. When investigating a site and it’s existing parameters, one of the
main factors that must be considered is the program.
Based on the previous analysis of case studies, the program would need to be consisted of a community based infrastructure, one that is obviously near the coastline. And also, one that is in the wake
of inevitable destruction caused by storm surge or global sea level rise.
Locally, the US is a magnet for hurricanes, and global sea level rise would end up affecting more than 50% of the population, given that they live within an reasonable distance towards the waterline.
One of these highly affected areas suffered the same magnitude of destruction but got little acknowledment during this period of disruption. This city is named Biloxi, Mississippi.
54

Author Figure 27: Site Location
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Author Figure 28/29/30: Past Hurricane Paths,
Past Hurricane Stats and H. Katrina Flood Areas
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Tourists

Residents

Author Figure 31: Conceptual Collage
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Author Figure 32: Biloxi Flood Map
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Interview with David Perkes
David Perkes
Founding director of Community Design Studio, a nonprofit organization established shortly after Hurricane Katrina. David and his
team of designers and engineers are responsible for the construction of over 260 new houses along the coastline. Their office is based
out of Biloxi, MS, while being an extension to Mississippi State University’s Architecture Department.

Image Courtesy of GCCDS

Most newly constructed houses in Biloxi didn’t adopt the FEMA Floodmap ordinance height for residential dwellings, which most of these base elevation heights are at 17’ high
- this leads to for most houses having an extra storage space underneath the house, and different house owners applied different ways to disquise the pier structure underneath the house
Community Design Studio has done more than 250 new houses after Hurricane Katrina, most houses were on lots that were within the floodzone, and each one has been elevated some amount
Houses are not consistent heights everywhere due to some owners wanting to raise the house higher than the base set elevation for the given street, so the underneath space can be utilized or they can get cheaper flood
insurance - free board
FEMA to local building code requires that all newly residential construction has to be above the base foot elevation, commercial has to be floodproof
Belongings are more important than the house - harder to replace family photos and memorable objects
Question is what to do with existing houses that remain after floodzone codes change...
- before Katrina: 11’ height
- after Katrina: 17’ height
- floodzone coverage area increased, adding more homes within the zone
- some houses had to be gutted and redone, money became big issue
- technically, a house does not have to be built to the FEMA flood elevation height, unless the owners begin work on the house that exceeds half of the houses value. If this happens, the house/building must be brought
up to code = raising the house up
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Author Figure 33/34: Existing Wetland Map,
Performative Wetland Characteristics
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Author Figure 35/36: Floodproof Housing,
Existing Housing Typologies
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Author Figure 37: Median Household Income
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Author Figure 38 (Sourced from City-Data.com): Census
Blocks
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Author Figure 39/40: Main Tourist Programs, Main
Resident Desired Programs
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Author Figure 41: Existing Wetland Typologies
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Author Figure 42: Existing Wetland Characteristcs
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Author Figure 43: Existing Customization Features
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Author Figure 44: Specific Site Features
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Author Figure 45: Current Flooding Condition
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Author Figure 46: Landscape Articulation
73

Author Figure 47: Roadway Proposal
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While looking at the site of Biloxi, there are moments that resemble community interaction. These moments are specified by their building types, and their current program. This intent is to
implement similar zones or atmospheres that reflect the existing community context, within the new proposal.

Author Figure 48: Community Relationship
75

Author Figure 49: Programmatic Plan
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77

Author Figure 50: Typology Plan
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Resilient Landscape Strategy

Author Figure 51: Water Canal Typology
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Resilient Landscape Strategy

Author Figure 52: Water Platforms
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Resilient Landscape Strategy

Author Figure 53: Housing Development
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Resilient Landscape Strategy

Author Figure 54: Floodable Park
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Resilient Landscape Strategy

Author Figure 55: Retention River
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Resilient Landscape Strategy

Author Figure 56: Nature Walks
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Resilient Landscape Strategy

Author Figure 57: Alternative Power Collection
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5.1 Large Scale Resiliency: Master Site Plan

Author Figure 58: Master Site Plan
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Author Figure 59: 2’ Sea Level Rise
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Author Figure 60: 4’ Sea Level Rise

90

Author Figure 61: 6’ Sea Level Rise
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Author Figure 62: Storm Surge 17+
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5.2.1 Intermediate Scale Resiliency: Casino Land Pier

Author Figure 63/64: Casino Plan/Program
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Author Figure 65: Casino Axonometric
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Author Figure 66: Casino Section 1
95

Author Figure 67: Casino Section 2
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Author Figure 68: Casino Section 3
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Author Figure 69: Current Condition Casino
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Author Figure 70: Sea Level Rise Casino
99

Author Figure 71: Storm Surge Casino
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Author Figure 72: Casino/Relief Center
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5.2.2 Intermediate Scale Resiliency: Community Center Zone

Author Figure 73/74: Community Center Plan/Program
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Author Figure 75: Community Center Axonometric
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Author Figure 76: Community Center Section 1
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Author Figure 77: Community Center Section 2
105

Author Figure 78: Community Center Current Condition
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Author Figure 79: Community Center Sea Level Rise
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5.3 Small Scale Resiliency: Housing Development

Author Figure 80/81: Existing/Storm Housing
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Author Figure 82/83: Housing Programs/Panel Section
109

Author Figure 84/85: Detail Sections of Panel System
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Author Figure 86: Housing Current Condition
111

Author Figure 87: Housing Sea Level Rise

112

Author Figure 88: Housing Storm Event
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6.0 Reflections and Conclusion: What did I learn from completing this thesis?

The Good: Positive Remarks and Successes
In the beginning, I originally thought that the term “resiliency” was another word for “resistance” or prevention against a disaster
of some magnitude. However, after thorough research, analysis and conclusion, I’ve come to realize that its more than just
“prevention”. Resiliency is a composition of everything from the architecture to the individual. The architecture can be resilient,
but if the individual is not, then it’s not true effective resiliency. While as the individual is resilient, but the architecture is not,
then same outcome. Resiliency needs to be addressed at multiple scales, to be truly effective. With this thesis, I’ve approached
the project as a solution that incorporates large scale resiliency using large scale characteristics as well as small scale resiliency
using small scale characteristics. This way, the project responds towards a community that is highly prone to disatrous flooding
both long term and short term.

The Bad: Feedback and Critiques
Although I deem this thesis project to be overall successful, there were moments and elements that unfortunately could not
pass through, considering if this project were to be feasibly developed. For one, the housing development was meant to be
not only resilient towards disatrous flooding but also affordable. Although the new houses mimicked the similar building
construction techniques of the existing housing in Biloxi, they were however not fully developed in terms of affordability, due
to it being considered “waterfront” property. Next, the community center structure was lacking a storm surge adaptation, most
likely due to it’s elongated form. The form could have been more developed as well as more detailed in regards of how the
materiality is designed to withstand high winds and strong wave currents. Lastly, the floodable models did not perform as fully
as intended, most likely due to the coarse surface of the acrylic paint and insulation foam, but did give the overall impression on
how the landscape responds to water intake.

The Conclusion: What was ultimately learned
Throughout this project, there were successes and failures, but ultimately, the most important aspect is learning from the
failures. One element that was understood was the difficult tradeoff regarding affordability and adaptability for housing. It
seemed throughout the process of design, one could not be achieved without disregarding the other. Another element that was
learned was how water obnoxiously travels in regards to landscape articulation. Although the landscape forms a clean trench or
canal for water to travel, it still seems to find ways to seep through different areas that were not intended for it to go. However, as
troubling at times this thesis was, I ultimately enjoyed it and learned a good amount about coastal flooding, existing strategies
and newly developed strategies that could potentially be incorporated in the near future.
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